Introduction
Recently in the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport in Korea, 「The 9th Flight Security Conference」was held in the Training Center of Flight Security of Korea Airports Corporation in October, 2015. To improve the level of flight security, all security guards had a job performance test, and it was a competition to choose the best in-flight security officer among 4,000, but it also meant there was big concern on North Korea's nuclear development and air terrorisms.
According to Paragraph 7 of Article 2 in Korea's『Aviation Security Act』, aviation security personnel is a judicial police officer that prevents illegal actions from happening inside the aircraft, or a person the air transportation business operator nominates to do the job, searches and examines suspicious passengers or carry-on baggage during the flight or at travel stops, performs procedures in the case of a suspicious explosive object is found.
Meanwhile, in the trend of overseas tourists rapidly increasing every year, users of aircraft are also increasing and is continuing to increase, and because of air rage, terror, kidnapping of aircrafts, the safety of passengers and air transportation is being severely threatened [1] .
Therefore this study aims to perform the recognition of air terrorism outbreaks on Korean tourists who use airports and airplanes frequently and discussed according to the results. The study questions are as below.
⇒
If air terrorism and crime occurs, where?
⇒ What is the cause of air terrorism and crime outbreaks?
The Case Analysis of Air Terrorism and Crime in Korea
Korea has had a dazzling economic growth after the 6.25 War, but because of the spies from North Korea, air terrorisms and crimes were committed, and it is seen that with the restriction of the U.N. Security Council and the serious lack of food in North Korea, the insecurity of this system can be connected to air terrorism and be used to stay in power. <Table 1> shows air terrorisms occurred from North Korea. 
1960
The case of hijacking to North Korea by Jo Young Hee, a spy, on December 11th, 1969 of YS 11 of KAL which was flying 47 passengers and was flying through the sky of Daegwallyeong from Gang-reung to Seoul.
1970
The case of the prevention of kidnapping on January 13th, 1971 of F-27 of KAL which was flying 60 passengers and 5 flight attendants from Sokcho to Seoul and was kidnapped by an armed man with bombs but by the killing of the suspect from a security patrolman and the sacrifice of a trainee pilot, the aircraft made and emergency landing on the sandy beach of Gang-reung.
1980
The case of the destruction of KAL858 on November 29th, 1987 that was headed to Seoul from Abu Dhabi and was flying through Bangkok. North Korea dispatched two terrorists and all 115 passengers were killed. One of the terrorists Kim Seung-il poisoned himself to death, and Kim Hyun-hee was arrested in Lebanon and was lead to Korea and was brought to trial. Kim was sentenced to death but was pardoned through political considerations.
Advanced Research on Air Terrorism and Crime
Advanced research on air terrorism and crime was performed and discussed in various directions. <Table 2> shows advanced research related to air terrorism and crime through Korean researchers. 
Compared flight security of Korea and America and proposed the direction of the flight security of Korea [2] . Kim (2004) Discussed improvement plans for operation conditions and developing process in aviation screening [3] . Hwang, Lee (2007) Asserted the prevention of flight crimes by actively using profiling in flight security [4] . Kang, Kang (2008) Examined ground security activities for air terrorism prevention and asserted the importance of information activities [5] . Jin (2011) Pointed out problems on the legal positions of in-flight security guards and proposed an improvement in the bill [6] . Chung, Shin
Sook plans for reaction on new threats focusing on Beijing's Aviation Terrorism convention [7] .
Chung, Kim, Kim, Lee, Yi
Searched for job satisfaction factors of in-flight security guards and asserted there was an intimate relationship between service awareness of offer and job satisfaction [8] . Kim (2013) Asserted the importance of beforehand security search in airport security [9] .
Chang (2014)
Asserted improvement of legislative problems of prohibited items for safety of the airport and maintenance of order [10] . Lee (2015) Asserted improvement in flight security related legislation and the flight security system [11] . Cho, Kim
Asserted national safety planning through the reinforcement of flight security based on terrorism occurrences [12] .
Lim (2015)
Asserted the necessity of the revision of penal provision in 『Aviation Security Act』 [13] .
The Results of Interview Analysis on Air Terrorism and Crime Outbreaks

The place of air terrorism and crime outbreaks
In order to take a look at the views of Korean tourists on the place of air terrorism and crime outbreaks, first, closed-ended questions were asked, then open-ended questions. <Figure 1> shows a graph of the views of the place of air terrorism and crime outbreaks. The Frequency Analysis Results show that Korean tourists think of the place of air terrorism and crime outbreaks was airports with 75.1% and inside the plane with 24.9%. It shows that they think air terrorism and crime outbreaks occur mostly in the airports. Table 3 . Content analysis on the place of air terrorism and crime outbreaks.
Sort
Main content
Airports
While the procedure is difficult to get into the plane, the airport is freer than thought.
There is a big floating population, so it is easy to hide things in a suitcase or baggage.
On board Most people were thinking about the destruction case such as KAL858.
Hijacking could happen and change the route in force.
The cause of air terrorism and crime outbreaks
In order to look at the cause of air terrorism and crime outbreaks targeting Korean tourists, first closed-ended questions were asked, then open-ended questions. <Figure 2> shows a graph of the views of the cause of air terrorism and crime outbreaks. According to the frequency analysis results, in the cause of air terrorism and crime outbreaks, 86.9% of tourists thought it was because of the insecurity of the North Korean government, and 13.1% thought it was because of the conflict in the international society. It can be seen that Korean tourists are most concerned about the insecurity of the North Korean government. <Table 4> categorizes the pros and cons. 
Discussion
Air terrorism and crime has a characteristic of killing many lives at once and it is a typical terror action and at the same time an international crime action, and many Asians in Northeast Asia are using aviation traffic through the expansion of trade and rapid economic growth.
However, after the 3 generation leadership of North Korea, rapid shortage of food, and continuous nuclear development and the isolation of the international society, not only Korea, but the whole of Northeast Asia is being threatened and this is messing up the international order including world peace.
The committing of air terrorism and crimes of North Korea has become known through many past cases and this study showed Korean tourists are most concerned about terror in South Korea from North Korea and think air terrorism and crime can occur whenever and wherever. Therefore it is thought that not only in the international society but countries from Northeast Asian countries are being demanded on individual safety measures. 
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